**DECIDUOUS TREE PLANTING**

- Stake to be 450 mm below tree
- Top in undisturbed ground

**EVERGREEN TREE PLANTING**

- Stake to be 450 mm below tree
- Top in undisturbed ground

**TYPICAL PLANTING PIT ON LEVEL**

- Root collar shall be at the same level as the existing grade
- Mound and tamp at excavation
- Above level of root collar for saucer
- Undisturbed ground

**TYPICAL PLANTING PIT ON SLOPE 4:1 OR GREATER**

- Mound stakes to 450 mm below
- Undisturbed ground

**MULTI-STEM TREE PLANTING**

- Max 3 stakes per tree
- Tie individual gules stakes together
- High grade cut material

**SHRUB PLANTING**

- High grade cut material
- Undisturbed ground

All dimensions shown are in millimeters or meters. Whole numbers indicate whole millimeters; decimal numbers indicate meters (unless otherwise noted).